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Visions Of Heaven And Hell
Everville
In the 1930s, William Sloane wrote two brilliant novels that gave a whole new meaning to cosmic horror. In To Walk the
Night, Bark Jones and his college buddy Jerry Lister, a science whiz, head back to their alma mater to visit a cherished
professor of astronomy. They discover his body, consumed by fire, in his laboratory, and an uncannily beautiful young
widow in his house—but nothing compares to the revelation that Jerry and Bark encounter in the deserts of Arizona at the
end of the book. In The Edge of Running Water, Julian Blair, a brilliant electrophysicist, has retired to a small town in
remotest Maine after the death of his wife. His latest experiments threaten to shake up the town, not to mention the
universe itself.

Forms of Heaven
Frank Cotton's insatiable appetite for the dark pleasures of pain led him to the puzzle of Lemarchand's box, and from there,
to a death only a sick-minded soul could invent. But his brother's love-crazed wife, Julia, has discovered a way to bring
Frank back—though the price will be bloody and terrible . . . and there will certainly be hell to pay.

Coldheart Canyon
Cambridge, England, 1905. Jane Porter is hardly a typical woman of her time. The only female student in Cambridge
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University's medical program, she is far more comfortable in a lab coat dissecting corpses than she is in a corset and gown
sipping afternoon tea. A budding paleoanthropologist, Jane dreams of traveling the globe in search of fossils that will prove
the evolutionary theories of her scientific hero, Charles Darwin. When dashing American explorer Ral Conrath invites Jane
and her father to join an expedition deep into West Africa, she can hardly believe her luck. Africa is every bit as exotic and
fascinating as she has always imagined, but Jane quickly learns that the lush jungle is full of secrets—and so is Ral Conrath.
When danger strikes, Jane finds her hero, the key to humanity's past, and an all-consuming love in one extraordinary man:
Tarzan of the Apes. Jane is the first version of the Tarzan story written by a woman and authorized by the Edgar Rice
Burroughs estate. Its publication marks the centennial of the original Tarzan of the Apes. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Last Illusion
Visions Of Heaven And Hell is a message of meditation based on the Bible and written by John Bunyan (November 30, 1628
– August 31, 1688) was an English writer and Puritan preacher best remembered as the author of the Christian allegory The
Pilgrim's Progress. In addition to The Pilgrim's Progress, Bunyan wrote nearly sixty titles, many of them expanded sermons.
Bunyan came from the village of Elstow, near Bedford. He had some schooling and at the age of sixteen joined the
Parliamentary Army during the first stage of the English Civil War. After three years in the army he returned to Elstow and
took up the trade of tinker, which he had learned from his father. He became interested in religion after his marriage,
attending first the parish church and then joining the Bedford Meeting, a nonconformist group in Bedford, and becoming a
preacher. After the restoration of the monarch, when the freedom of nonconformists was curtailed, Bunyan was arrested
and spent the next twelve years in jail as he refused to give up preaching. During this time he wrote a spiritual
autobiography, Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners, and began work on his most famous book, The Pilgrim's Progress,
which was not published until some years after his release. Bunyan's later years, in spite of another shorter term of
imprisonment, were spent in relative comfort as a popular author and preacher, and pastor of the Bedford Meeting. He died
aged 59 after falling ill on a journey to London and is buried in Bunhill Fields. The Pilgrim's Progress became one of the most
published books in the English language; 1,300 editions having been printed by 1938, 250 years after the author's death.
He is remembered in the Church of England with a Lesser Festival on 30 August, and on the liturgical calendar of the United
States Episcopal Church on 29 August. Some other churches of the Anglican Communion, such as the Anglican Church of
Australia, honour him on the day of his death (31 August).

Sacrament
In this thrilling collection of stories, John Wyndham, author of the acclaimed classics The Day of the Triffids and The Midwich
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Cuckoos, conducts ten experiments along the theme of 'I wonder what might happen if . . .' There's the story of the meteor,
which holds much more than meets the eye. In Chronoclasm a man is pursued by his own future. We meet a robot with an
overactive compassion circuit. And what happens when the citizens of the future turn the past into a giant theme park?
'One of the few authors whose compulsive readability is a compliment to the intelligence' Spectator John Wyndham Parkes
Lucas Benyon Harris was born in 1903, the son of a barrister. He tried a number of careers including farming, law,
commercial art and advertising, and started writing short stories, intended for sale, in 1925. From 1930 to 1939 he wrote
short stories of various kinds under different names, almost exclusively for American publications, while also writing
detective novels. During the war he was in the Civil Service and then the Army. In 1946 he went back to writing stories for
publication in the USA and decided to try a modified form of science fiction, a form he called 'logical fantasy'. As John
Wyndham he wrote The Day of the Triffids, The Kraken Wakes, The Chrysalids, The Midwich Cuckoos (filmed as Village of
the Damned), The Seeds of Time, Trouble with Lichen, The Outward Urge, Consider Her Ways and Others, Web and Chocky.
John Wyndham died in March 1969.

Weaveworld
Volume One of Clive Barker's seminal Books of Blood contains the stories: 'The Book of Blood', 'The Midnight Meat Train',
'The Yattering and Jack', 'Pig Blood Blues', 'Sex, Death and Starshine', 'In the Hills, the Cities'. With the 1984 publication of
Books of Blood, Clive Barker became an overnight literary sensation. He was hailed by Stephen King as "the future of
horror", and won both the British and World Fantasy Awards. Now, with his numerous bestsellers, graphic novels, and hit
movies like the Hellraiser, Clive Barker has become an industry unto himself. But it all started here, with this tour de force
collection that rivals the dark masterpieces of Edgar Allan Poe. Read him and rediscover the true meaning of fear.

The Adventures of Mr. Maximillian Bacchus and His Travelling Circus
Film's most popular action hero needs a place to heal after his surgery has gone terribly wrong. His fiercely loyal agent finds
him just such a place in a luxurious forgotten mansion high in the Hollywood Hills. But the original owner of the mansion
was a beautiful woman devoted to pleasure at any cost, and the terrible legacy of her deeds has not yet died. There are
ghosts and monsters haunting Coldheart Canyon, where nothing is forbidden . . . Clive Barker's Coldheart Canyon
showcases the boldly innovative New York Times bestselling master at the very top of his formidable and frightening skills.
Clive Barker is the internationally bestselling author of more than twenty books for adults and children. He is also a widely
acclaimed artist, film producer, screenwriter, and director. He lives in Beverly Hills, California.

The Scarlet Gospels
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"Rich in plot twists, byzantine intrigues and hidden secrets, Imajica is a Chinese puzzle box constructed on a universal
scaleBarker has an unparalleled talent for envisioning other worlds." — Washington Post Book World From master
storyteller Clive Barker comes an epic tale of myth, magic, and forbidden passion Imajica is an epic beyond compare: vast
in conception, obsessively detailed in execution, and apocalyptic in its resolution. At its heart lies the sensualist and master
art forger, Gentle, whose life unravels when he encounters Judith Odell, whose power to influence the destinies of men is
vaster than she knows, and Pie 'oh' pah, an alien assassin who comes from a hidden dimension. That dimension is one of
five in the great system called Imajica. They are worlds that are utterly unlike our own, but are ruled, peopled, and haunted
by species whose lives are intricately connected with ours. As Gentle, Judith, and Pie 'oh' pah travel the Imajica, they
uncover a trail of crimes and intimate betrayals, leading them to a revelation so startling that it changes reality forever.

Tortured Souls
The Hellbound Heart
A massive tale of secrets, corruption and magic between two feuding families – the powerful Gearys and the shadowy
Barbarossas.

The Rim of Morning
Cabal is the story of Boone, a tortured soul haunted by the conviction that he has committed atrocious crimes. In a
necropolis in the wilds of Canada, he seeks refuge and finds the last great creatures of the world - the shape-shifters known
as the Nightbreed. They are possessed of unearthly powers-and so is Boone. In the hunt for Boone, they too will be hunted.
Now only the courage of this strange human can save them from extinction. And only the undying passion of a woman can
save Boone from his own corrupting hell This novella is the basis for the Major Motion Picture - Nightbreed.

Sacrament
Midian Unmade
Maximillian Bacchus is the ringmaster, ruler, guide and owner of what he considers the greatest show in the world.
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Traveling with a Crocodile named Malachi, a trapeze girl named Ophelia, a strong man they call Hero, which is short for
Hieronymus a clown named Domingo de Ybarrondo, who paints in a wagon pulled by a giant ¿Ibis bird,¿ the troupe wanders
from adventure to adventure with mythic aplomb. From the first story, in which Indigo Murphy, the best bird handler in the
world leaves the show to join in matrimony with the Duke Lorenzo de Medici, to the fabled court of Kubla Khan, the magic
never stops. You will meet a young apple thief named Angelo with magic eyes, and an orang-outang named Bathsheba, and
a host of other amazing characters with names and personas cut like a patchwork quilt from the mythologies and dreams of
the world. Though written forty years ago, these pages are littered with the same magical side steps that have always been
woven into Clive Barker¿s fiction. Worlds not quit our own, and yet so real they ring with truth and leave you wishing you
could step from your mundane life into that other place ¿ into those caves of ice ¿ if only long enough to catch Maximillian¿s
show.

The Seeds of Time
A famous photographer lying in a coma holds the key to the salvation of the world. But first he must travel back into the
traumatic events of his childhood.

Galilee
Tonight, Again marks Clive Barker's first collection since the Books of Blood over 25 years ago. It contains more than thirty
primarily erotic short stories and vignettes (most of them previously unpublished), along with explicit illustrations by the
author in his signature style. As an exploration of extremes, in lush prose and evocative images, Tonight, Again is not to be
missed by the author's many fans.

Tonight, Again: Tales of Love, Lust, and Everything in Between
Here is storytelling on a grand scale — the stuff of which a classic is made. Weaveworld begins with a rug — a wondrous,
magnificent rug — into which a world has been woven. It is the world of the Seerkind, a people more ancient than man, who
possesses raptures — the power to make magic. In the last century they were hunted down by an unspeakable horror
known as the Scourge, and, threatened with annihilation, they worked their strongest raptures to weave themselves and
their culture into a rug for safekeeping. Since then, the rug has been guarded by human caretakers. The last of the
caretakers has just died. Vying for possession of the rug is a spectrum of unforgettable characters: Suzanna, granddaughter
of the last caretaker, who feels the pull of the Weaveworld long before she knows the extent of her own powers; Calhoun
Mooney, a pigeon-raising clerk who finds the world he's always dreamed of in a fleeting glimpse of the rug; Immacolata, an
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exiled Seerkind witch intent on destroying her race even if it means calling back the Scourge; and her sidekick, Shadwell,
the Salesman, who will sell the Weaveworld to the highest bidder. In the course of the novel the rug is unwoven, and we
travel deep into the glorious raptures of the Weaveworld before we witness the final, cataclysmic struggle for its
possession. Barker takes us to places where we have seldom been in fiction--places terrifying and miraculous, humorous,
and profound. With keen psychological insight and prodigious invention, his trademark graphic vision balanced by a spirit of
transcendent promise, Barker explores the darkness and the light, the magical and the monstrous, and celebrates the
triumph of the imagination.

Mister B. Gone
A journey beyond imagination is about to unfold. . . . It begins in the most boring place in the world: Chickentown, U.S.A.
There lives Candy Quackenbush, her heart bursting for some clue as to what her future might hold. When the answer
comes, it's not one she expects. Welcome to the Abarat.

Chiliad
Presents five horror tales, including a bloody parable of the body in revolt, a conundrum centered in a piece of string, a
fable of Hell on Earth, a story of an unholy coupling of the living and the dead, and a vision of depravity.

The Damnation Game
EVERYBODY IS A BOOK OF BLOOD; WHEREVER WE'RE OPENED, WE'RE RED. — Clive Barker Few authors can claim to have
marked a genre so thoroughly and personally that their words have leaked into every aspect of modern pop culture. Clive
Barker is such an author, and the Books of Blood marked his debut - his coming out to the world - in brilliant, unforgettable
fashion. Crossroad Press is proud to present Clive Barker's "Books of Blood" in digital for the first time. The Books of Blood
combine the ordinary with the extraordinary while radiating the eroticism that has become Barker's signature. Weaving
tales of the everyday world transformed into an unrecognizable place, where reason no longer exists and logic ceases to
explain the workings of the universe, Clive Barker provides the stuff of nightmares in packages too tantalizing to resist.
Never one to shy away from the unimaginable or the unspeakable, Clive Barker breathes life into our deepest, darkest
nightmares, creating visions that are at once terrifying, tender, and witty. The Books of Blood confirm what horror fans
everywhere have known for a long time: We will be hearing from Clive Barker for many years to come. This first volume
contains the short stories : "The Book of Blood," "The Midnight Meat Train," "The Yattering and Jack," "Sex, Death, and
Starshine," and "In the Hills, the Cities," as well as the original introduction to volumes one, two, and three by Ramsey
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Campbell, and a new introduction by author David Niall Wilson.

Revelations
Cabal
An epic good-versus-evil thriller from the early days of two iconic characters pits long-beleaguered supernatural detective
Harry D'Amour against priest of hell Pinhead. By the best-selling author of the Books of Blood series.

Sacrament
A two-part novella, with stories that are interrelated and share themes which cross over a thousand years (a chiliad).

Jane
Once a novella bundled in 'Books of Blood' and 'Cabal,' Clive Barker's 'The Last Illusion' appears as a self-contained novel in
this annotated edition.

The Yattering and Jack
Imajica
Pestilence, floods, war, social upheaval, drug crime, wicked leaders, conspiracies, corruption even visions of death-dealing
aliens -- this superb collection of stories takes an unforgettable imaginative journey into terror and transcendence. Each
decade of the twentieth century is assigned to one of the top fantasy/horror authors of the modern age who evokes the
particular madness of that decade as it contributes to a prophecy for the next century. Decade by decade as the millennium
approaches in these powerful, chilling tales, the tension builds toward a dramatic revelation that is both a prophetic
warning and a visionary answer for all humankind. A singular publishing event, "Revelations is a stunning anthology-novel
by modern superstars of fantasy and horror, including" New York Times -- bestselling author Clive Barker, David J. Schow,
and Remsey Campbell.
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Books of Blood Volume 1
In the small Californian town of Palomo Grove several children are born, the offspring of the Jaff, a man-spirit obsessed with
darkness and depravity, and of Fletcher, a force for light, who has fought the Jaff across America.

Sacrament
Clive Barker's Nightbreed has been controversial since the moment it was released in a version edited by the studio and
roundly condemned by Barker, who wrote and directed the movie. A virtually instant cult film based on Barker's novella
Cabal, it was nominated for three Saturn Awards and won several prizes at European film festivals. Midian Unmade tells the
stories of the Nightbreed after the fall of their city, Midian. Driven from their homes, their friends and family members slain
before their eyes, the monsters become a mostly-hidden diaspora. Some are hunted; others, hunters. Some seek refuge.
Others want revenge. Contributors include: Karl Alexander, author of the classic novel Time After Time; actor, writer, and
director Amber Benson (Tara Maclay on Buffy the Vampire Slayer); New York Times bestselling author Nancy Holder; Hugo
and John W. Campbell Award winner Seanan McGuire; Bram Stoker Award winner Weston Ochse; David J. Schow, winner of
the World Fantasy Award and writer of the screenplay for The Crow; New York Times bestselling writer Stephen Woodworth;
and many more—23 stories in all. With an introduction by Clive Barker, this is an outstanding collection of original horror
short stories in a dazzling variety of styles. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Story of Alice
Legions of Clive Barker fans will relish three early works from the wicked imagination of one of the best-known
fantasy/horror writers of the decade. Incarnations is a cross-disciplinary marvel, a great, glorious feast of the imagination
taking us on a journey through wildly varied theatrical and emotional terrains, from the pain and intrigue of domestic
transgressions to the monstrous horrors wrought by war; from lustful garden liasons to subterranean cannibalism. Barker
uses unpredictable rhythms that draw less from theatrical convention and more from life itself, with apocalyptic spectacle
and intimate reality sharing the stage as equal and sometimes indistinguishable partners. The three works that make up
Incarnations - Colossus; Frankenstein in Love, or the Life of Death; and The History of the Devil, or Scenes from a Pretended
Life -- combine the shock and magic and heartbreak that has made Barker's unique vision a compelling force in all the
media he has touched.

Books of Blood, Volume 1
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After a routine job, assassin Zarles Krieger faces the victim's daughter and an entity known as Agonistes, who resides in the
legendary city of Primordium.

Hellraiser
The long-awaited return of the great master of horror. Mister B. Gone is Barker's shockingly bone-chilling discovery of a
never-before-published demonic ‘memoir’ penned in the year 1438, when it was printed – one copy only – and then buried
until now by an assistant who worked for the inventor of the printing press, Johannes Gutenberg.

Abarat
"I wonder if the reverse is not also in some way true. That the artist is constantly working on an elaborate and fantasticated
self-portrait, but at the end has drawn, unbeknownst, a picture of the world." -- Clive Barker, "Private Legends: An
Introduction" Clive Barker, award-winning and New York Times bestselling author, playwright, artist, producer, director,
screenwriter, and one of the world's master storytellers, writing in the haunting and moving traditions of Poe and Dickens,
invites us to join him on a dazzling, wondrous journey through the worlds of his imagination and to experience visions,
dreams, love, terror, heaven and hell, and revenge. As we read, we discover and explore the dream-sea Quiddity and the
islands of Ephemeris; the five Dominions of the Imajica, of which the Earth is but an imperfect facet; the rapturous world
woven into an ancient, threadbare carpet in a derelict house in Liverpool; Hood's Holiday House where each day contains
four seasons and children's wishes may come true; the Sky Room of Galilee, where the creation of the universe may be
witnessed; and the clubs and bars of San Francisco and New York, in which all manner of sexual adventures lie in wait. In
these stories, the real and the miraculous are within a breath of one another, life gives way to death, and death to life;
doorways open into other states of existence, and each doorway leads us back to our own dreams and fears. The Essential
Clive Barker is an irresistible narrative compendium that superbly represents the impressive quality and range of Barker's
fiction, spanning more than twenty years of writing. It contains more than seventy excerpts from novels and plays and four
full-length short stories, all personally selected by Barker, and offers a privileged insight into a remarkable writer and his
art.

The Great and Secret Show
Clive Barker's Books of Blood
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Horror stories tell of a vicious supernatural killer who stalks a young social worker, two businessmen seduced by a
mysterious woman, and a frog race to determine the fate of the world.

The Inhuman Condition
Marty Strauss, a gambling addict recently released from prison, is hired to be the personal bodyguard of Joseph Whitehead,
one of the wealthiest men in the world. The job proves more complicated and dangerous than he thought, however, as
Marty soon gets caught up in a series of supernatural events involving Whitehead, his daughter (who is a heroin addict),
and a devilish man named Mamoulian, with whom Whitehead made a Faustian bargain many years earlier, during World
War II. As time passes, Mamoulian haunts Whitehead using his supernatural powers (such as the ability to raise the dead),
urging him to complete his pact with him. Eventually Whitehead decides to escape his fate after a few encounters with
Mamoulian and having his wife, former bodyguard, and now his daughter Carys taken away from him. With hope still left to
save Carys, Marty Strauss, although reluctant to get involved in the old man Whiteheads deserved punishment, decides to
get involved and attempt to save the innocent gifted addict from being another victim to the damnation game

Books of Blood, Vol. 1
The second anthology of short story comics set in Barker's incredibly popular horror film milieu, this book collects ten
Hellraiser-themed offerings, in full-colour from an all-star line-up of comics writers and illustrators, including Larry
Wachowski (The Matrix), John Bolton, John Van Fleet, Dwayne McDuffie, Dave Dorman and many others.

The Essential Clive Barker
In the Flesh
On the borderland between this world and the world of Quiddity, the sea of our dreams, sits Everville. For years it has lived
in ignorance of the gleaming shore on which it lies. But its ignorance is not bliss.

Incarnations
Will Rabjohns, perhaps the most famous wildlife photographer in the world, has made his reputation chronicling the fates of
endangered species. But after a terrible accident, Will is left in a coma. And in its depths, he revisits the wildernesses of his
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youth and relives his life with a mysterious couple who have influenced his life as an artist and a man. When Will awakens,
he sets out on a journey of self-discovery -- one where he will penetrate the ultimate mystery and finally unlock the secret
of his destiny. Soaring, provocative and passionate, Sacrament is a masterwork from the pen of one of today's moist
acclaimed authors.

The Body Book
Robert Douglas-Fairhurst illuminates two entangled lives: the Oxford mathematician Charles Dodgson (Lewis Carroll) and
Alice Liddell, the child for whom he invented the Alice stories. This relationship influenced Carroll’s imaginative creation of
Wonderland—a sheltered world apart during the stormy transition from the Victorian to the modern era.
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